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Roads  

Condition Assessment of Roads of Regional Significance 

Funding has been provided through the State Road Funds to Local Government Agreement to 

perform visual condition surveys of Significant sealed roads (ROADS 2040) and video of the 

Significant unsealed roads over a five-year cycle. The first two phases of this project, covering the 

Mid West, Great Southern and Goldfields - Esperance regions have been completed. In addition, 

the survey has included condition reporting on access roads to remote Aboriginal communities. 

The next phase will cover the Wheatbelt region and following a call for proposals, the Australian 

Road Research Board (ARRB) have been appointed. There is an opportunity for individual Shires 

to leverage off this contract and add additional roads at their cost. ARRB will communicate with all 

the Wheatbelt Shires in this regard. 

Local Government Transport and Roads Research and Innovation Program 

WALGA and Main Roads WA are developing a research program that will deliver guidance to Local 

Governments to assist in the adoption of technologies and practices that will enhance productivity 

and delivery of roads and transport initiatives. WALGA has collected topic proposals from Local 

Governments and these have been ranked by an operations team of Local Government and Main 

Roads WA practitioners. WALGA and Main Roads WA will next develop scope of works for the 

selected projects and propose a budget allocation for the 2022/23 financial year. 

WALGA Road Visual Condition Assessment Manual Update 

WALGA is working with the IPWEA WA Asset Management Committee to review and update the 

Road Visual Condition Assessment Manual, originally published in 2016. The Manual provides the 

guidelines for the manual collection of visual surface condition data and has been used widely 

across WA. Most recently, the Manual provided the methodology for the generation of Pavement 

Condition Indices, Surface Condition Indices, and Drainage Condition Indices for Roads of 

Regional Significance in three regions as part of the Condition Survey of Local Government roads 

project. The update is forecast to be completed by November/December 2022. 

Funding 

State Road Funds to Local Government Agreement  

The current Agreement expires in June 2023. The Minister of Transport and Planning has given 

approval for Main Roads WA to proceed with negotiations for a new Agreement and the State 

Road Funds to Local Government Advisory Committee (SAC) has endorsed a timeline and 

process. The sector is represented and led in the negotiation process by the Local Government 

delegates to SAC.  Regional Road Group Chairs and a reference group of senior officers from 

each Regional Road Group are providing critical input to the development of options and a 

preferred position for Local Government. Decisions regarding a proposed agreement will need to 

be made by State Council with input from the Zones later in 2022.   WALGA and Main Roads WA 

are meeting fortnightly to facilitate the process.  The State Government has indicated that a new 

agreement should provide an increased focus on Aboriginal employment, use of recycled materials 

and road safety. 
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Road Safety 

Road Safety Ratings for Local Government Roads Project 

As part of a project to develop a new tool or adapt an existing tool to evaluate the safety of Local 

Government roads, WALGA recently held consultation workshops across WA. These workshops 

were designed to seek feedback from Local Governments on the level of interest in evaluating their 

road network’s safety, the internal capacity and capability to undertake an assessment of their road 

network, which type of assessment methodology would make the most sense/be feasible for Local 

Governments, and how the resulting data would be used. Both in-person and virtual workshops 

were held. The data gathered will inform the direction of the project and support the adaptation or 

development of a tool to best suit the needs of Local Governments. 

Demonstration Project – Local Government Road Safety Management System 

The Local Government Road Safety Management System Project has been working closely with 

the Shires of Manjimup, Esperance and Dardanup to demonstrate how road safety performance 

can be managed and improved, using the International Standard for road traffic safety 

management (ISO 39001) as a framework. All three participating Local Governments have mapped 

their existing Local Government policies, programs or procedures which either incorporate road 

safety outcomes or could be strengthened to embed best practice road safety into Local 

Government business. The Shire of Manjimup has moved to the planning stage by developing a 

draft Road Traffic Safety Policy.  This policy outlines how the Shire will adopt a policy of continual 

improvement through the road safety management system to guide road traffic safety, planning 

and construction where possible. 

Road Safety Council Update 

The Road Safety Council on 25 May received the Road Safety Minister’s Expectations. The Council 

considered governance matters relating the functions of the Council under the Road Safety Council 

Act 2002. An update on key road safety developments was presented by the Road Safety 

Commission, including the regulation of eRideables consultation process and review timeframe. 

Highlighting road safety activity supporting the implementation of the Driving Change strategy, 

WALGA presented the 2015-2019 Road Safety Performance on Local Government Roads reports 

and the Royal Automobile Club (RAC) reported on a trial of their Driver Coaching App and provided 

the results of the RAC Member Priorities Tracker Survey. 


